We present a resolution technique of the University course Timetabling problem (UCTP), this technique is based in the implementation of Hypercube framework using the Max-Min Ant System. We presented the structure of the problem and the design of resolution using this framework. A simplification of the UCTP problem is used, involving three types of hard restrictions and three types of soft restrictions. We solve experimental instances and competition instances the results are presented of comparative form to other techniques. We presented an appropriate construction graph and pheromone matrix representation. A representative instance is solved in addition to the schedules of the school of Computer science engineering at Pontifical Catholic University of Valparaiso. The results obtained for this instance appear. Finally the conclusions are given.
INTRODUCTION
The Timetabling problems are faced periodically by each school, college and university in the world. In a basic problem, a set of events (particular classes, conferences, classes, etc) must be assigned to a set of hours of a way that all the students can attend all of their respective events. With the reservation of which restrictions of hard type which necessarily they must be satisfied and soft restrictions exist that deteriorate the quality of the generated schedule. Of course, the difficulty of any particular case of the UCTP (Cooper and Kingston, 1996) (ten Eikelder and Willemen, 2001 ) depends on many factors and in addition the assignment of rooms perceivably makes the problem more difficult in general.
Many techniques have been used in the resolution of this problematic one, between these we can find evolutionary algorithms, simulated annealing, and tabu-search. Other technique has presented good results is the genetic algorithms (Burke, Newall and Weare, 1996) . But we looked for here specifically to represent the resolution through the ant colony optimization (ACO) and through the implementation of Hypercube framework for Max-Min Ant System (abbreviation in Spanish MTH-SHMM). We give a representation for the problem, generating an appropriate construction graph and the respective pheromone matrix associated.
In the following sections we present the UCTP problem, the problem design for Hypercube framework. The instances of the problem used and the results of the experimentation. Finally the conclusions of the work appear.
UNIVERSITY COURSE TIMETABLING PROBLEM (UCTP)

Problem description
The problem timetabling considered to make this study similar to one is presented initially by Paechter in (Paechter, 2001) . Timetabling of university courses is a simplification of a typical problem (Paechter, Rankin, Cumming and Fogarty, 1998) . It consists of a set of events E and must to be scheduled in a set of timeslots T ={t1,…,tk} (k = 45, they correspond to 5 days of 9 hours each), a set of rooms R in which the events will have effect, a set of students S who attend the events, and a set of features F required by the events and satisfied by the rooms. Each student attends a number of events and each room has a maximum capacity. A feasible timetable is one in which all the events have bee assigned a timeslot and a room so that the following hard constraints are satisfied:
No student attends more than one event at the same time;
The rooms must be sufficiently great for all students who attend a class and to satisfy all the features required by the event; Only one event is in each room at any timeslot.
In addition, All possible timetable generated is penalized for each occurrence according to the number of violations that exists of the soft constraint of problem. Some of these restrictions appear next:
A student has a class in the last slot of the day; A student has more than two classes in a row; A student has exactly one class on a day.
Feasible solutions are always considered to be superior to infeasible solutions, independently of the numbers of soft constraint violations. In fact, in any comparison, all infeasible solutions are to be considered equally worthless. The objective is to minimize the number of soft constraint violations in a feasible solution.
DESIGN OF HYPERCUBE FRAMEWORK SHMM FOR TIMETABLING (MTH-SHMM)
Resolution Structure
Given restrictions presented in the previous section and the characteristics of problem, we can now consider the option to design an effective MTH-SHMM for the UCTP. We have to decide how to transform the assignment problem (to assign events to timeslots) into an optimal path problem which the ants can solve (Blum, Dorigo, 2004) . To do this we must create an appropriate construction graph for the ants to follow. We must then decide on an appropriate pheromone matrix and heuristic information to influence the paths the ants will take through the graph.
We present the principal elements used to generate the UCTP solutions, presenting in a figure 1 these three elements. Figure 1 . An instance of the problem is received like input, this it happens through an association process eventtimeslot, assigns events to a timeslot, later a matching algorithm ( Socha, 2003) 
Construction graph
One of the main elements of the ACO metaheurístic is the power to model to the problem on construction graph ( Dorigo and Di Caro, 1999) (Blum, Dorigo and Roli, 2001) , that way a trajectory through the graph represents a problem solution. In this formulation of the UCTP it is required to assign each one of │E│ events to │T│timeslots. Where direct representation of the construction graph this dice by E × T; east dice graph we can then establish that the ants walk throughout a list of events, choosing timeslot for each event. The ants follow one list of events, and for each event and, the ants decide timeslot t. each event a this single time in timeslot, thus in each step an ant chooses any possible transition as it is in the figure 2. 
The Pheromone matrix
In search of a pheromone matrix we represented that pheromones indicates the absolute position where the events must be placed. With this representation the pheromone matrix is given by τ (A i ) = τ, i=1,…,|E|, the pheromone does not depend on the partial assignments A i . It can to observe that in this case the pheromone will be associated with nodes in the construction graph rather than edges between the nodes.
A disadvantage of this directs pheromone representation is that the absolute position of events in the timeslots it does not matter very much in producing a good timetable. The relative placement of events is more important. For example, given a perfect timetable, it is usually possible to permute many groups of timeslots without affecting the quality of the timetable.
By another side we defined that for the use of the heuristic information η it must use a function that calculates a weighted sum of several or all of the soft and hard constrains in each assignation, which is to incur very high a computational cost stops this class of problem ( Socha, 2003) . For this we will not use east type of information to orient the route of the ants.
Algorithm Description
We show the general structure of the algorithm, in which some modifications are made of presented in ( Socha, Knowles and Sampels, 2003) (Stützle and Hoos, 2000) . A new assignation values to τ max, τ min ,a new pheromone update rules. We define the assignment A i like the timeslot selected for the event i. The algorithm is the following: Only the solution that causes the fewest number of hard constraint violations is selected for improvement by the Local Search. The pheromone matrix is updated only once by each iteration, and the global best solution is used for the update. Then A global_best be the assignment of the best candidate solution C global_best found since the beginning. The following update rule is used: 
EXPERIMENTATION
TESTS
The algorithm was implemented in C++ programming language, under Linux system using GNU G++ compiler GCC 2.96. The behavior of Hypercube framework Max-Min Ant System (MTH- Instances 2: In addition it was used a series of 20 instances created for International Timetabling Competition, these instances is made with the same generator used in instances 1.
The parameters study is made initially, to evaluate the best values than they must to assume these parameters. The small (small1) instances was used for using the MTH-MMAS without local search making evaluations with different ants numbers m and with different evaporations factors ρ, the parameters of α = 1, number on attempts = 10 and a maximum time by attempt = 90 seconds for all the tests. The results are in the following table. In the table to be observed the best results are obtained using the parameter m=20 obtaining a evaluation of 16 in 6.06 seconds. And for the case of evaporation factor the best value is =0,5 in 8.1 seconds.
The values shown in the tables previously presented they belong to a series of executions that allow of experimental form to determine as are more advisable parameters to use in the execution of the algorithm of MTH-MMAS. This way we compared the algorithm of the Max-Min Ant System with and without Hypercube framework, in addition the local search is included to increment the quality of the solutions in different instances.
Distribution results
We show a graphic in which they are a series of boxplot which they represent relative distribution of the number of constrained violations for hypercube framework Max-Min Ant System (MTH-SHMM) and the Max-Min Ant System (MMAS) pure for all the instances of type small and medium with which they were proven. Figure 4 . Like it is possible to be observed in most of the results for the different instance types, the obtained results using hypercube framework they are of better quality (smaller violation of soft constrain VRS) since 50% of the data represented by a horizontal line always are under the level of the same instance for the Max-Min Ant System (SHMM) pure.
Comparison with other techniques
Here it present a comparative picture between the solutions obtained for For these instances and compared with the other solutions the MTH-MMAS it present two characteristics a to evaluate; first it has the capacity to generate feasible solutions for these instances. These instances are of great you make difficult since they are for Timetabling competitions. Second the quality of the generated solutions is of very low category compared with the technique based on Simulated Annealing, which has the best found historical results for these instances, but in comparison with the other instances do not present great difference. These evaluations are not feasible in order to decide if a technique is better than other, since the differences in variable results can be for different external variables.
To continuation it presents the comparison for the small and medium instances. We will compare the algorithm of MTH-MMAS and the MMAS pure with respect to Ant Colony System algorithm of Krzysztof Socha (ACS) and to algorithm based on random restart local search (RRLS). As it is possible to be observed for these instances in the MTH-MMAS present a superiority in the quality of the generated solutions (smaller VRS). Always by on the quality the solutions generated with the MMAS. We can to say that the hypercube framework it improves the quality of the ant algorithm applied.
IN THE PRACTICES
Real Instance
As a form to approach investigation of the project to a practice plane we implemented a resolution for the UCTP using the Hypercube framework Max-Min Ant System. This problematic is common and it is present in all type of institution of study. It is by that one has been implemented resolution to this problematic creating an instance of the problem for the Catholic University of Valparaiso and specifically for the school of Informatics Engineering.
A tool in C language was implemented, to which him the courses enter indicating the semester, assistants, if it has assistantship, times to the week that are dictated and his characteristics. In addition the rooms are entered to him, certain their capacity and characteristics. The system generates an instance introducing a factor of correlation between the events, generating therefore an instance with the same format that those of competition, small, medium. Stored this information in file ucv.tim. Ready pair to use by the MTH-MMAS algorithm Instance characteristic: Total number of rooms and laboratories: 9. total number of event: 194, total Attending: 600. Number of characteristics: 5, maximum of events by student: 8, maximum of students by event: variable according to the event.
Before using the instance it was necessary to correct some parameters of MTH-MMAS algorithm implemented, since for the instance of UCV the number of timeslot that they are used are 40 and not 45 like for other problems of the UCTP. in addition to an adaptation for the evaluation of soft constraint.
The instance was executed using a number of ants = 20, evaporation factor = 0.5. Time local search 100 seconds, total time by reboots = 900 seconds, number of reboots = 10. The best solution was obtained approximately to the 600 seconds with an evaluation of (# VRS) = 0. Which implies that the algorithm generated a complete timetable feasible and with the best possible quality.
Had to the quality of the solution it can be inferred that the generated instance previously that simulated the hour load of a semester of the school of computer science engineering had a low degree of In addition a file is had which has associate the classes with its respective ones events, since a class can have to correspond to several events in one week. This is a form to make a more visible and usable timetable
CONCLUSIONS
A formal model was given to apply Hypercube framework to solve the University course timetabling problem (UCTP) making use of MaxMin Ant System, was generated an efficient model that solves instances of this problem creating good construction graph of and expressing a good pheromone matrix. We presented the test result made for the MaxMin Ant System doing use of Hypercube framework. We was observed traverse of the given results that this propose framework is good means of resolution of combinatorial problems and for the case of the UCTP it presented good results for instances of small and medium type. Although the results were of low quality for the instances of the Competition. it emphasizes the fact that always it generates solutions feasible and for instances of normal difficulty of good evaluation. not obtain the best results for this problem, but if it improves in contrast with the Max-Min Ant System without work frame. It was managed to present a applied instance to the school of Computer science of the UCV, for which created a solution feasible thus it clarifies the fact to a technique useful in real applications.
